NOTICE OF CONTENT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY VIOLATIONS
(INCLUDES VIOLATIONS REGARDING TRADEMARK, LOGO, FALSE PROFILE AND OTHER CONTENT OTHER THAN
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT)

DATE: ____________________________
TO:

LinkedIn Corporation
Attn: Content Complaint Manager
2029 Stierlin Court
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
http://help.linkedin.com/app/ask/path/ccm
I declare UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY that:
1.
A) I am the owner, or an agent authorized to act on behalf of the owner, which owner’s name is
______________ (“IP Owner”), of a trademark or logo or other IP as follows:
Identify, in sufficient detail, the trademark or
other intellectual property that you claim has
been infringed, including providing any
registration number or similar identification.
Attach applicable documents, if any.
OR
B) I am the holder, or a person authorized to act on behalf of the holder, which holder’s name is
________, of a right which has been violated.
Identify, in sufficient detail, the rights that you
claim have been violated:

2. I have a good faith belief that the following content (“Specified Content”) on LinkedIn’s website
is not authorized by me or the law and is therefore infringing, inaccurate or unlawful:
Identify the content on LinkedIn’s site that
you claim is infringing the intellectual property
listed above or which you claim is inaccurate
or unlawful:

Where does the alleged infringing, inaccurate
or unlawful material appear on LinkedIn’s
site? Please provide the name of the profile
or group and the URL’s to help us locate the
content you are reporting:
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Provide, if possible, information sufficient to
permit LinkedIn to notify the user/administrator
of the allegedly infringing, inaccurate or unlawful
content:

3. I acknowledge that this Notice, including my contact information, may be provided to the
LinkedIn user or users associated with the alleged infringing, inaccurate or unlawful content.

4. I may be contacted as follows:

My Name:

Company or Other
IP Owner
(if different from me)

Telephone:

Email:

5. The information which I have provided in this Notice is accurate.
Electronic or Physical Signature:

Additional Information for Claims Relating to Groups.
LinkedIn supports and encourages its members to form LinkedIn groups based on common interests in
order to facilitate communication amongst its Users. In some situations, Users may form groups based
on an interest in a third party entity and accordingly identifies themselves with or references the third
party’s brand. Before submitting this form, please consider if any of your disputed uses qualify as a fair
use permitted under the law and whether there is clear confusion as to your sponsorship and/or affiliation
with the group. Further, if you claim any rights to own and/or administer the group which is using your
name, logo or other brand features, we encourage you to contact the group owner/administrator directly
to discuss transfer of ownership of the group.
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